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Master’s thesis  

Siim Heinsalu 

 

Abstract:  

The rapid development of nanotechnologies, especially methods of synthesis of metal 

nanoparticles, preparation of nanostructured surfaces and atomically thin two-dimensional 

materials such as graphene renewed the interest to the Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering 

(SERS). The effect of Raman scattering was discovered a long time ago and has been associated 

with the part of scattered light, which changes the frequency after the interaction with molecular 

vibrations. The part of such non-elastically scattered light is usually small, because of the low 

cross section for the Raman scattering. Nanosized features on the substrate, on which this 

organic molecule is deposited, can work as an optical plasmonic antenna for the incident and 

scattered light and by such a way increasing the efficiency of the Raman process in several 

orders. Another mechanism, which can influence the polarizability of molecules on nanosurface, 

and, as consequence, Raman signal, can be connected with the resonant transfer of electrons 

from the substrate to the analyzed molecule. Questions connected to a molecular selectivity of 

SERS and the separation of its electromagnetic and charge transfer contributions are still under 

investigation nowadays. 

Examples of both plasmonic and electron transfer influence on the Raman signals from 

the organic molecules deposited on graphene and nanosized noble metal nanoparticles were 

investigated in this work. Particularly graphene enhanced Raman scattering was detected for the 

adenine layer and compared with the SERS signal from adenine deposited on the surface 

previously decorated by noble metal nanoparticles. Surface enhanced Raman detection and 

assignment of spectral bands for adenine as  a DNA constituent could be potentially important 

for those biomedical applications, in which monitoring of molecular conformations in DNA and 

its constituents would be essential. 
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Raman hajumine orgaanilistelt molekulidelt sadestatud väärismetall 

nanoosakestele ja grafeenile 

 

Magistritöö 

 

Siim Heinsalu 

 

Abstrakt:  

Kiire nanotehnoloogia areng, eriti metallist nanoosakeste sünteesimise meetodite vallas 

ning nanostruktuursete pindade ja atomaarselt õhukeste kahedimensionaalsete materjalide 

sünteesimises nagu grafeen ja MoS2 on suurendanud huvi pindergastatud Raman hajumise vastu 

(SERS). Raman hajumise mõju  avastati kaua aega tagasi  ja seda seostati hajunud valgusega, 

mis muudab oma sagedust molekuli vibratsioonide interaktsioonide tõttu. See mitte-elastne 

hajunud valguse osa on tavaliselt väike, kuna molekulide ristlõiked on Raman hajumise korral 

väikesed. Substraat, millele antud orgaaniline molekul on sadestatud, saab toimida kui optiline 

plasmooniline antenn ergastatud ja hajunud valgusele, millega Raman hajumine on tõhustatud 

mitme astme võrra. Teine mehhanism, mis saab mõjutada molekulide polaarsust nanopindadel, 

mis omakorda mõjutab Raman hajumist, on seotud resonantse elektronide ülekandega uuritud 

molekuli puhul. SERS-i jaoks molekulide valimine ning nende elektromagnetilised ja laengu 

ülekandega seotud mõjud on veel uurimise all. 

Antud töös on uuritud näiteid nii plasmoonilise kui ka elektroonse ülekande mõjudest 

Raman hajumisele orgaanilistelt molekulidelt sadestatud grafeenil ja väärismetall nanoosakeste 

puhul. Eriline rõhk on grafeenergastatud Raman hajumise mõõtmisel adeniini kihilt ja selle 

võrdlemine SERS signaaliga adeniinilt deponeeritud pinnale, kuhu on eelnevalt paigutatud 

väärismetallnanoosakesed. Pindergastatud Raman hajumise mõõtmisel ja spektri piikide 

määramisel adeniinile DNA koostisosana võib olla potentsiaalne tähtsus biometitsiini 

aplikatsioonidele, kus DNA ja tema koostisosade jälgimine on eriti tähtis. 

 

Märksõnad: SERS, GERS, Raman spektroskoopia, väärismetall nanoosakesed, adeniin 
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1. Introduction to Raman spectroscopy and methods to improve Raman signal 

intensity.  
 

1.1 Raman spectroscopy: basics 
 

When discussing the topic of light scattering, elastic light scattering is usually meant: the 

light interacts with the material during a very short time ~10
-14

 s and it becomes reflected or 

scattered without any changes in energy (frequency). It is also possible that one photon from 10 

millions of other photons could be scattered inelastically with some very small decrease or 

increase in energy (frequency). The change in energy is caused by the interaction of light with 

valence bonds of atoms in the molecules. The continuous thermal motion of atoms in the 

molecule can be represented as their vibrations or rotations near the equilibrium positions 

(Fig.1). These vibrations, which can be described together with the specific symmetry of 

investigated crystal lattices or separated molecules in principle, can serve as a finger-print, which 

helps to recognize the type of material and possible conformations of molecular bonds in it. 

Therefore, inelastic light scattering can be considered as a useful instrument for detection of 

molecules active in the Raman mode by the specific spectral bands registered from the 

inelastically scattered light. It can be used for the detection of gases, liquid and solid analytes. 

Even very complex biological tissues, such as human blood or tissues can be analysed in order to 

establish cancer cells [1].  

 

Fig.1 Vibrations and rotations in the water molecule. 

The figure is reproduced from ref. [2]. 

Even though details of Raman scattering need the usage of quantum mechanical 

calculations, the main ideas can be illustrated qualitatively by a simplified scheme (Fig.2). The 

band of elastically scattered light (Rayleigh light scattering) can be depicted as the strongest one, 

illustrating that the main part of the light is scattered elastically. The Raman band with a lower 
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energy has much less intensity than the Rayleigh band and it has been named as the Stokes band. 

It can be detected experimentally by special separation of inelastically scattered light, which 

gave a small part of its energy to the molecular vibrations inside the investigated sample. The 

intensity of anti-Stokes Raman band is even lower than that of the Stokes band, because the 

probability of the process at which the energy is taken from the molecular vibrations and given 

to the incident light is the smallest. All these three processes can be schematically depicted on 

the language of virtual quantum states. Virtual means that the time during which a molecule can 

situate in this state is negligibly small in comparison to the time, which is usually typical for 

light absorption, fluorescence and phosphorescence processes.  

On the topic of wave optics, Raman scattering can be represented as an appearance of 

overtone frequencies (bigger and smaller relatively to the frequency of the incident light) during 

the interaction of two oscillators: the light wave and the molecular oscillator. The scattered 

wavelength from the material will have three possible frequencies: 

1. A first possibility is that there will be no change in frequncy.. A material molecule 

absorbs the photon energy, which goes to a virtual energy state, a very short-lived 

unobservable quantum state, and then back to the original energy level by 

scattering the same frequency as the excitation frequency o. The interaction will 

result in an elastic Rayleigh scattering.  

2. A second possibility is that the laser beam photons will give a part of their kinetic 

energy to material molecules when they interact with each other resulting in the 

changing of the material molecules into a virtual state. Then on to a vibrational 

level, which has a higher energy level than it had originally by scattering a 

frequency that was reduced to o-m. This type of shift in frequency is called the 

Stokes band. 

3. A third possibility is that the energy of photons in laser beam was increased due to 

the interaction of the material molecules. That in turn will result in the molecules 

of the material going into a virtual state. Then back to an energy level, which is 

lower than it originally was, the frequency of scattered light was increased to 

o+m. This type of shift in frequency is called anti-Stokes shift. 
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The previously mentioned interactions are visualized in the following figure: 

 

Fig.2 Spectrum of photon transition from the elemental ground level to the virtual states. The 

figure is reproduced from ref. [3]. 

As the Raman signal is usually quite weak there have been continuous improvements in 

Raman spectroscopy detection methods. Countless methods for sample preparation, illumination 

or scattered light detections have been created to enhance the Raman signal. In the following 

sub-chapters such methods will be introduced.  

1.2 Coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS)  

Coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy or in short CARS is also a “non-linear” Raman 

method [4]. In this method, multiple lasers, namely coherent lasers, are used to illuminate a 

sample. The frequency of one laser is constant and frequency of the second laser is tuned so that 

the frequency difference between the lasers is equivalent to a Raman-active frequency of the 

analyte molecule. Appropriate tuning can result in the effect that Raman frequency of the analyte 

molecule will be enhanced up to 5 orders in comparison with the conventional Raman signal [5].  

In CARS, the process can be physically explained by using either a classical oscillator 

model or by using a quantum mechanical model that incorporates the energy levels of the 

material molecule. Considering that material molecules are like harmonic oscillators with 

characteristic frequencies of m. The two laser beams with frequencies 1 and 2 (2>1) will 

interact coherently producing a strong scattered light with a frequency of 21-2. If the frequency 
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difference between the laser beams is equal to the characteristic frequency of the molecule then a 

strong light with a frequency of 1+m would be detected.  

Strictly speaking for obtaining a strong Raman signal using two lasers one would need to 

tune them so that 2=1-m. Then in the CARS regime the light with the frequency of 21-

2=1+m  is detected (Fig. 3) and its intensity is several orders higher than the usual Raman 

light scattering. The frequency of this light 1+m is higher than 1, so in this sense, it is the Anti-

Stokes type of frequency.  

 

Fig.3 Transition scheme for CARS. 

 Scientific fields that use CARS are cell biology and tissue imaging. For cell imaging, 

fluorescence microscopy is usually used, but with CARS a label-free imaging is possible. CARS 

spectroscopy is also used in clinical applications and fast, video-rate imaging of tumour masses 

in healthy brain tissue [6].  

1.3 Stimulated Raman spectroscopy (SRS) 

If a sample is illuminated with a very strong laser pulse, a “non-linear” phenomenon 

would occur [7]. This means that compared to the continuous lasers with 10
4
 V/cm

-1
 electric 

field if one would use pulsed lasers with 10
9
 V/cm

-1
 electric field, a much larger part of incident 

light energy would be used in the Raman scattering. A very strong laser pulse with a 10
9
 V/cm

-1
 

electric field would transform up to half of its pulse energy to a coherent beam with Stokes 

frequency 0-m (Fig. 4). For an analogy of a continuous laser, only 0.001% would be used. This 

Stokes frequency is so strong that it acts like an additional illumination source and generates a 

second Stokes frequency of 0-2m. The second one could act also as an additional illumination 
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source for the third Stokes frequency of 0-3m and so on. This type of Stimulated Raman 

spectroscopy method would enhance Raman signal by 4-6 orders of magnitude [8].  

 

Fig.4 Stimulated Raman transition schemes. 

 Compared to the previous Raman enhancement method SRS provides background-free 

chemical imaging with improved image contrast that is essential for biomedical imaging. Just 

like CARS method, it can be used for label-free imaging [9]. In recent years it has even been 

used on plant tissues [10].  

1.4 Resonant Raman spectroscopy (RRS) 

 

Resonance Raman spectroscopy (RRS) is a Raman spectroscopy method in which the 

frequency of excited light is tuned so that it resonates or is near electronic transition inside the 

analyzed molecule. Such tuning has both benefits and drawbacks. The benefit is caused by a  

stronger light induced change in the molecular polarizability caused by mentioned electronic 

transition. It enhances the intensity of the Raman signal. However the drawback is that this 

electronic transition turns the molecule to the excited state from which it most probably will 

decay fluorescently. This fluorescence is overlapped with the Raman signal and complicates its 

detection and separation [11]. By applying this method, one could balance between the desirable 

benefit and the possible presence of parasitic fluorescence background. This is one of the main 

problems when UV lasers are used in the Raman spectroscopy.  

Nonetheless, it has been found that in some circumstances the substance molecules can 

create a strong Raman scattering instead of fluorescence. This effect is also known as the 
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Resonance Raman. It happens when the illumination laser frequency is tuned in a way that 

crosses frequencies of electronic excited states and resonates with them. The amplitude of those 

resonated electronic excited states is enhanced up to 6 times in magnitude [12]. The supposed 

chromophoric group, which is accountable for the substance colour, inhibits the highest increase 

of enhancement. This is because the chromophoric group is accountable for the highest level of 

light absorbance. Highest intensity for the Resonance Raman comes from the frequencies that 

are equal to the primary electronic excited states (Fig.5). Therefore, excitation by means of a 

tunable laser is a key feature for application of the resonant Raman spectroscopy. Even if the 

laser frequency does not completely correspond to the exact value for primary electronic excited 

states, the enhancement of the signal can still be significant. 

 

Fig.5 Transition scheme for RRS. 

 The main applications for RRS lie in the analysis of organic molecules. As mentioned 

earlier, the usual Raman spectroscopy signal is relatively weak to see specific molecule 

vibrations. For an example, RR spectroscopy has been used to study dioxygen molecule in 

Cytochrome-c-oxidase [13]. 

1.5 Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS)
 

 Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) is a method that exploits enhancement of 

Raman signal by the surface of the substrate. By placing molecules on certain metal surfaces, 

such as gold nanoparticles, one could increase the Raman signal of said molecules by up to 10 

orders of magnitude [14]. There are two mechanisms behind the drastic enhancement for SERS, 
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both of which work simultaneously but are yet to be fully understood. This is due to the 

difficulties of looking for the enhancements separately. Considering that the Raman signal is 

proportional to the square of dipole moment ( EP  ) both enhancement mechanism influences 

can be viewed as such: one changes the polarizability ( ) and the second changes the local 

electric field ( E ) near the analysed molecule.  

Another way to understand the enhancement of SERS is by looking at the SERS intensity 

components [15]. 




d

d
AANII SSeesuresers


 )()( ,        (1)                                   

where )( eeA   and )( SSA   are electromagnetic surface-averaged intensity enhancement factors, 

eI  excitation light intensity, surN  is the number of adsorbed molecules excited by the light,   

the solid angle of collection optics and 
d

d
 the differential cross-section.  

It follows that we have 3 possibilities for enhancement: 

 The increase in the number of molecules that are on the metal surface compared to the 

smooth surface. 

 The increase of the Raman cross-section. 

 The increase of an electromagnetic surface averaged intensity enhancement factors. 

Experiments have proved that by increasing the surface roughness the number of absorbed 

molecules was changed only a few times, leaving us with the last two possibilities. They are 

related to the model approximations named in literature as electromagnetic (EM) and chemical 

contributions to the enhancement of Raman signal. 

EM model: 

The main statements of the EM model are based on the properties of sub-microscopic 

roughnesses of the substrate. The nanostructure can be formed not only by the substrate itself, 

but also by specially deposited noble metal nanoparticles. These metal nanoparticles can interact 

with the exciting light because of special properties caused by their low dimensions (10-100 nm). 

The small size of the metal nanoparticles makes a special kind of light-induced electric 

polarization possible for their surface electrons. Collective oscillations of these electrons, driven 

by the alternative electric field of the light wave, are called surface plasma oscillations. Equality 
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between the frequency of photon, i.e. a quantum of light, and a quantum of plasma, i. e. the 

plasmon can be achieved for metal nanoparticles made of silver, gold and copper at certain 

frequencies of light belonging to the visible spectral range. A coincidence of frequencies for 

incident light and oscillations of surface plasma localized in the metal nanoparticles is called the 

localized surface plasmon resonance. A locally strong light-induced electric field of plasmons in 

metal nanoparticle causes the increase of )( eeA   and )( SSA   factors. It is because nanoparticles 

work as a kind of optical antenna redistributing and concentrating light energy in the vicinity of a 

nanoparticle. As a result, a cross- section of the light scattering processes, including Raman type 

of light scattering, can be much larger than the geometrical cross section of the metal 

nanoparticle. 

The causes of such unusual properties of the surface electron oscillations in metal 

nanoparticles can be derived from the classical Drude model describing metal as a lattice of ions 

immersed into the “gas” consisting of the free electrons. It is known that metals shield the 

external static electric fields. It is because the external electric field charges metal by a way that 

its free electrons become displaced and their electric field completely compensates the external 

one. As a result theee external electrostatic field cannot create the electric field inside the metal. 

As a result, if electrostatic fields are applied to the metals, their dielectic permittivty is unclear. 

The dielectric permittivity shows how much the electric field inside a material differs from thattt 

of a vacuum. 

However, free electrons cannot completely follow in time with the high frequency 

oscillations of the electric field inside the incident light wave. It creates a situation  where at very 

high frequencies metal can pass the electric field from the incident light, i.e. behave as a 

dielectric. As an example of such behaviour the alkali metals in the ultraviolet light can be 

considered. The material reason for a high transparency of these metals in ultraviolet light is 

caused by the fact that they have a lot of free electrons. In reality electrons of such metals as 

aluminum, copper, gold, and silver are not completely free, but partially bounded. The degree of 

this bounding specifies different values of plasmonic frequency and different spectral widths of 

light induced plasmonic resonances for them. 

 Dielectric-like behavior of metals at high frequencies of incident light created the 

premises for definition of dielectric permittivity for the metals. It is defined as m = (1-(p/)
2
) 

for the ideal metal, which completely corresponds to the Drude model. Here  is a frequency of 

incident light, p is the volume plasma frequency. Frequency  of surface plasmon in a small 
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spherical metal nanoparticle includes the frequency of the volume plasma p and permittivity of 

surrounding dielectric: 

sp=p/(1+2d)
1/2

.         (2) 

Starting from the resonant equality of frequencies sp= and keeping in mind that m= 

(1-(p/)
2
) one can derive the equation for plasmon resonance conditions in which the relation 

between the dielectric permittivity of metal nanoparticles and the permittivity of the surrounding 

material is described as: 

m=-2d.      (3) 

As one can see, the permittivity of metal here should have a negative value. Physically it 

means only that the frequency of a light wave should not be very high in order to provide a 

situation where (p/)
2
=3 in the equation for the m. Namely, it happens when the properties of a 

metal are still metallic, but close to the border between the metal and dielectric: permittivity is 

not so far from the positive values. 

The consideration of light-induced electric fields near the small metal nanoparticle (Fig.7 

and related equations) demonstrates that resonant condition m=-2d stipulates the decrease of the 

denominator and as consequence increase the fraction describing the value of local electric field 

near the noble metal nanoparticle. This resonance condition similarly decreases denominators in 

the equation for the cross section of light scattering, and particularly Raman scattering, 

increasing its efficiency by several orders. 

The above-mentioned description concerns only the case of dipole-type of light-induced 

charge distribution inside the nanoparticle. It is reasonable for nanoparticles with sizes up to 

several tens of nanometers. In case of bigger particles distribution of charges can be multipole. 

Analytically, it can be described as spherical particles by using the Mie theory of light scattering. 

Changing the shape of nanoparticles from spherical to elongated, it is possible to tune the 

spectral position of the surface of plasmonic resonance in such ranges, which are depicted in Fig. 

6 for different metals. 
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Fig.6 Approximate wavelength ranges where Ag, Au, and Cu have been well-characterized and 

are established to support SERS. The figure is reproduced from ref. [16]. 

 

 Below, a short calculation demonstrates the collective oscillation if a spherical metal 

nanoparticle is excited by a light beam:  

 

Fig.7 The scheme of electric fields acting on the metal nanoparticle: E0 – the electric field of 

incident light, Edep – depolarization field, EL – resultant local electric field, d – permittivity of 

the neighbouring dielectric. 

Resulting local electric field EL acting on the particle will consist of the incident electric field E0 

and the depolarization field Edep caused by the polarisation of the nanoparticle atoms. If the particle 

is situated in the medium with permittivity d, the equation for the local field is: 

E0 

Edep light beam 

d 

EL 
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0 .     (4) 

The differential element of the depolarization of the electric strength depdE can be 

represented according to the Gauss’s theorem by the sum of charges enveloped by the element dS  

of nanoparticle’s surface: 

2

04

)cos(

r

dSP
dEdep




 ,      (5) 

where   stands for the angle between the normal to the unit surface area dS  and the polarisation 

direction P and r is the radius of the particle. 
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We shall set a minus sign before the value obtained in equation (16). It is because the depolarization 

field is directed opposite to the incident field, so for the resultant local field: 

0

0

3

PE
E

d

L  .    (7) 

Polarisation P of the particle can be represented by the use of the dielectric susceptibility : 

LEP 0 ,     (8) 

where 

)1( 



d


 .     (9) 

Substitution of (9) and (8) into (7) finally resulted in: 

0
2

3
EE

d

L
 

 .     (10) 

One can see that the denominator of this fraction is close to zero, when 

d 2 .     (11) 

Such a resonance condition causes stronger enhancement of the local electric field EL near the                         

nanoparticle, which increased )( eeA   and )( SSA  factors and thus the SERS signal itself. 
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Chemical model:  

 The chemical contribution into the enhancement of Raman signal could not be separated 

from the electromagnetic signal until the recent times by devising nanoengineering methods for 

manipulation of plasmonic substrates [17]. This contribution is called chemical because of its 

realization that the analyte molecule should be placed very close to the surface of the 

nanostructured metal. The distance should be small to provide the possibility of the transfer of 

electrons from the substrate to the analyte molecule by such a way, that this electron could 

become common both for the substrate and for the contacting with its analyte molecule. This 

creates a kind of a weak chemical bond between the substrate and the analyte which is why it is 

named as a chemical contribution. Here, the transfer of certain separated electrons is considered 

in contrast to the former case, where the collective electronic oscillations were considered. In the 

previous case electrons were not transferred but situated inside the metal nanoparticle. These 

features highlight the difference between the transfers of separated electrons from collective 

plasmonic effect. However, in this case, the analytes deposited on noble metals both effect to 

give enhancement of the Raman signal in the same spectral range. Therefore, it is hard to study 

them independently. 

The transfer of an electron from the substrate to the analyte molecule can also cause the change 

in the molecular polarizability: 

                                                                          
2




d

d
                                                     (12)

 

The polarizability itself is proportional to the two following values. 

                                         
    




















ihEEihEE fiji 


11
                        (13) 

Where iE , jE  and fE  are energies depicting the initial, intermediate and final stage of 

the molecule. If the energy of the exciting light h  is chosen to be equal to ji EE   then 

polarizability   will increase rapidly and resonance would occur. Even if the resonance is not 

fulfilled for the molecules not on the metal surface, resonance could still happen. The resonance 

can be further appraised as a result of two enhancement factors: 

                                                           ASCTchem AAA  ,                                            (14) 
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Where CTA is the value which corresponds to a charge transfer mechanism that is linked 

to electron transitions from Fermi states of the metal to unoccupied states of the adsorbed 

molecule or the molecule occupied states to the Fermi states of the metal (Fig.8). This charge 

transfer is tuneable with the exciting light. By having its energy value close to the former or later 

mentioned condition, the second value ASA  corresponds to the active state mechanism, which 

occurs on a smaller scale where there would be a surface roughness on the atomic scale. These 

roughness discrepancies called “active sites” create the additional possibilities for electron 

transitions (Fig.8). Chemical model enhancement has been noted to be 2 orders of magnitude 

higher signal than the usual Raman signal [18]. 

 

Fig.8 Energy scheme of metal with additional atomic roughness and molecule with its 

highest unoccupied and lowest occupied state.  

The downside of SERS is the difficulty of its spectral interpretation. The enhancement is 

so drastic that Raman frequencies that are weak in usual Raman spectroscopy can appear in 

SERS. Even if there are contaminations in the sample there will be additional peaks. However, 

because of the chemical interactions on the metal surface, some of the frequencies might be 

quenched. Having multiple factors that change the signal of the interpretation of SERS makes it 

difficult to use. Thus, for example, SERRS spectroscopy, Surface-Enhanced Raman Resonance 

Spectroscopy, was devised. Using this signal enhancement compared to usual Raman is up to 

10
14

 orders in magnitude. But the biggest benefit here would be that SERRS spectra are similar 

to RR spectra which are easier to read. SERS itself has found use in many different applications 

such as biosensors, chemical warfare agents, and single molecule detection [18]. 
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1.6 The aim of this study is using Graphene-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy 

(GERS) for detection of adenine biological molecule 

Recently it was revealed that not only nanostructured noble metals, but also graphene can 

provide enhanced Raman signals for the molecules deposited on it. Since plasmon resonance for 

graphene is observed in the deep infrared spectral range and enhancement of the Raman signal 

was detected for the excitation of samples by visible laser light, one can conclude that this 

enhancement is caused by a purely chemical contribution separated from the electromagnetic 

contribution. This is due to the unique properties of the chemical contribution of graphene to the 

SERS effect that can be separated from the electromagnetic one and has to be studied 

independently. 

The purpose of this work is the detection and investigation of graphene enhanced Raman 

scattering from the biologically important molecules, such as DNA constituents. Particularly, 

here the GERS effect is studied on the example of one of the DNA constituents named adenine. 

Since the chemical conformations of DNA and its constituents accompany certain diseases, 

detection of such DNA constituents as adenine and its possible conformations can be potentially 

important for biological and medical diagnostics of these diseases [19]. 

 Some data about graphene and its properties finish this introductory part. This data will 

be suitable during further consideration of graphene enhanced Raman scattering. 

Graphene is a 2D atomical crystal, consisting of carbon atoms in a hexagonal lattice 

structure (Fig.9). But graphene has not been received experimentally for a long time. Until 2004 

a simple method was devised to create single graphene layers [20]. This method made it possible 

to start using graphene-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (GERS).While studying graphene, 

researchers had found many interesting facts about this material. Such as 2.3% of the optical 

light passing it [21]
 
and the appearance of plasmon resonance in the THz range [22]. 
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Fig.9 Graphene crystal structure. 

Graphene, as an additional part of our system, is a multifunctional improving agent, 

having many positive effects. For example: acting as a suppressor to exclude interactions of 

noble metals (Fig.10), internal label due to its atomic uniformity, chemical inertness and clean 

Raman signal of graphene and acting as a fluorescent light quencher. In some cases, the signal 

amplitude having a fluorescence signal might decrease the Raman signal amplitude but the 

sensitivity of the molecule will be still high [23].Though the main positive aspect why GERS is 

useful as a Raman spectroscopy method is because it behaves like SERS method without the EM 

mode.  

 

 

Fig.10 Surface passivation of the metal substrate for SERS with the addition of graphene. (a) 

Usual SERS with the Au and Ag nanoparticle-molecule interactions and (b) Graphene-shell 

isolated SERS. Au and Ag different SERS features of R6G marked with arrows. The figure is 

reproduced from ref. [24]. 

 

SERS as a method for characterisation brought major developments to material science. It 

is a method to study materials for further technological advancements. The same could be said 

for GERS but being able to use graphene with SERS, as seen in Fig.10, it has gained even more 

interest. 
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2. Materials and methods 
 

Materials: 

 

Silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs), which were used in our experiments, were made by 

Alexey Treshchalov with the same procedure as in reference [25]. Where he used He +5% H2 

+1% N2 plasma jet treatment for the synthesis of surfactant-free Ag NPs with a narrow size 

distribution: 12-22nm as seen in Fig.11 insert. The initial amount of silver nitrate from which the 

NPs were obtained is 0.1mM.  

 

 

Fig.11 SEM image of Ag NPs deposited onto GC surface by vacuum-drying technique. 

The insert shows the size distribution of NPs. The figure is reproduced from ref. [25]. 

 

 Gilded silica-gold nanoparticles (Si-Au NPs), which were used in the experiments, were 

prepared by covering the silica core NPs with gold seeds. The silica core NPs were prepared by 

the Ströber method [26] and then functionalized by amino groups that made the surface 

negatively charged. This provided a good coverage of silica core by the gold seeds that were 

positively charged. By the charge neutralisation, the gold seeds joined together to form a 

continuous gold shell consisting of the connected gold islands around the silica core [27]. Gilded 

NPs dispersed in water were obtained. The size distribution of the NPs that included silicone was 

around 200-250nm in diameter with a gold shell thickness of approximately 15-20nm (Fig.12). 

The concentration of the particles is estimated to be ~10
9
 particles per cm

3
.  
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Fig.12. SEM image of gilded nanoparticles settled on the silicon substrate.  

 

 The graphene used in the experiments was made by the company Graphene 

Square. It was prepared by the chemical vapour deposition and transferred on a silicon substrate 

with a 200nm thick silica layer.  

The molecule for the detection in the modified Raman spectroscopy setups was adenine. 

Adenine is a chemical component of DNA molecule [28] with a relatively weak fluorescent 

signal. Thus for small concentrations, instead of fluorescence detection, Raman technique would 

be more efficient. In this case, adenine was diluted in water to have 0.1 mg per ml concentration. 

Having a good detection for adenine could open new prospects for biomedical analysis. The idea 

is to have both healthy and unhealthy cells which can have different arrangements of such 

biological molecules as adenine.  It is important not only to detect adenine itself but to see how it 

changes by the means of monitoring changes in the Raman spectra. 

 

Methods: 

 

The bright-field microscopy method, which was used in our experiments, was done with 

an Olympus BX50 microscope. It consists mainly of four main parts: a light source, such as a 

lamp, a condenser lens, that focuses light on the sample, an objective lens, which collects light 

from the sample and a detector to view the image as seen in Fig.13a. The typical appearance of a 

bright-field microscopy image is a dark sample on a bright background, hence the name. Bright-

field itself is the most known illumination method. Additionally, to extract light bulb filaments 

Köhler illumination, an extremely even illumination of the sample should be used.  
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For switching to dark-field microscopy method, the light source was switched off and a 

new light source was placed around 135 degrees to the sample at a normal angle. This was done 

because in dark-field microscopy, a light source needs to be focused from the sides to the sample 

so that only scattered light from the sample reaches the objective lens. This produces the 

classical appearance of a dark background with bright objects in the image. A simple design for 

the usual dark-field microscopy method can be seen in Fig.13b. Compared to the previous 

method dark-field spectroscopy used to enhance the contrast of images of unstained and 

uncolored objects. Making it well suited to observe transparent unstained biological samples.  

Both mentioned methods have limitations. The samples must be strongly illuminated to 

get a clear image. Adversely, this can cause damage to the sample so the illuminations must be 

done with utmost care. Most of the samples, like cells, are quite transparent, thus for these 

methods staining the sample might be needed. This will introduce extraneous details into the 

sample that should not be present. By comparison, the images in both methods seem opposite to 

each other, however, different features are visible in each. In the former method, the features will 

be visible where the shadow is cast on the surface by incident light or because the surface is less 

reflective, possibly from the scratches. Features that might be too smooth to cast shadows will 

not appear in bright-field, but by side illumination such as in dark-field, they become visible. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                     (a) 

 

                        (b) 

 

Fig.13 Basic design of (a) dark-field and (b) bright-field illumination. 
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The previous methods were used to see the adenine and NPs solution droplets visually. 

For actual size measurements of the NPs, they were observed with Zeiss EVO MA15 low 

vacuum scanning electron microscope (SEM). The main components of SEM are an electron 

source, an anode, electromagnetic lenses and an electron detector. Instead of light, an electron 

beam is being used, based on the dualism principle. The electron beam is accelerated and 

focused on a sample by the lenses. The sample emits secondary electrons which are then 

detected (Fig.14). The number of secondary electrons depends on variations of the sample 

surface. By scanning the beam and detecting the variation of the secondary electron amount, one 

can create an image of the sample surface. The electron beam can also ionise the atoms thus 

emitting X-rays, which depends on the elementary structure of the sample. By scanning once 

again both previously mentioned channels one can deduce the chemical nature of the sample and 

topography. Other types of interactions between the beam and the surface would allow for 

various analyses to be conducted. Thus, SEM microscopy mode allows one to obtain a magnified 

image of the surface of thick samples to analyse their structure. 

 

 

Fig.14 Basic design of SEM. 

 

For Raman measurements, the Renishaw in Via micro-Raman microscope was used. In 

the case of Raman spectroscopy, there are six main components. Monochromatic light source, 

such as a laser, that illuminates the sample. From the sample, the light will be scattered and 

passed through a high-efficiency laser line rejection filter, such as a notch filter. From there, it 

enters a spectrometer with a single slit. From the slit, the light enters a diffraction grating and 
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finally the CCD camera. The light which was scattered from the sample will be composed of 

inelastic and elastic scattering. The scattering detected by the CCD camera will give respectively 

Stokes or anti-Stokes bands and Rayleigh bands as seen in Fig.15. Different frequency peaks 

from the Stokes bands correspond to the different sample molecule vibrations. By knowing 

which vibration frequencies correspond to which molecule, it is possible to identify which 

molecules there are   in the sample. 

 

Fig.15 Basic design of Raman microscope. 
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3. Microstructure of drop deposited samples 

Experimental results of SERS were obtained for the adenine material dissolved in water 

and drop-casted and dried on the graphene and several other substrates, such as glass, quartz， 

silicon and the same substrates with preliminary deposited gold and silver nanoparticles. These 

substrates were taken as reference substrates allowing to compare the electromagnetic and 

chemical contributions to SERS.  

The experiments testified that direct mixing of water solutions of adenine with a noble 

metal, particularly silver nanoparticles, can result in chemical interaction and a change of 

adenine molecular conformation. Particularly adenine molecules can form a kind of circular 

structures clearly visible in the optical microscope (Fig.16). These structures testify that a 

nanosized noble metal can change the chemical conformation of the adenine molecules. Such 

circular membrane-like structures were observed by other scientific groups as well [29]. To 

minimize the influence of a noble metal on the conformation of the adenine molecule, it was 

decided not to use the water based solutions, in which adenine and the noble metal nanoparticles 

are initially mixed together, but to firstly deposit the noble metal nanoparticles and then put the 

adenine on the top of them. Glass and silicon substrates with preliminary deposited Au-SiO2 and 

the silver nanoparticles were taken as surfaces for comparison.  Depositions of the nanoparticles 

were also done by means of their drop-casting from water dispersions.  The peculiarities of 

microstructures obtained for deposited droplets are described in this section. 

 

 

Fig.16 Microscopic picture of the adenine mixing with gold solution droplet on graphene. 
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3.1 Usage of drop coating for deposition of metal nanoparticles 

Special nanoparticles consisting of 200-nm-silica core and covered by ~20 nm gold seeds 

were prepared and dispersed in water. Selection of such certain nanoparticles was done because 

of several reasons. Small single nanoparticles with sizes in the ranges of several nanometers 

work more as light absorbers. Bigger silica cores, on the one hand, can provide more 

contribution to the light scattering and as a part of it to Raman scattering. On the other hand, 

close placement of gold seeds on the surface of the silica cores can result in the interaction of 

plasmons induced in neighboring seeds. The local plasmonic field can be enhanced several times 

by this interaction and the so-called plasmonic and Raman hot spots can be formed between the 

gold seeds covering one silica core. This idea obtained experimental confirmation in one of the 

papers published by N. Halas group [30]. In this study, the comparison of SERS enhancements 

was done by the complete and incomplete gold shells formed around the SiO2 core. It was 

concluded that the incomplete gold shell near the silica core indeed can provide stronger Raman 

signal from contacting an analyte than a continuous gold shell.  

Prepared water dispersions of Au-SiO2 particles had a distinctive bluish color (Fig.17, left 

part). Visually, it explains the plasmonic properties of such finely dispersed gold. It is known 

that dispersions of gold nanoparticles with sizes in the range of nanometer units have red color in 

transmitted light. This characteristic feature was noted in early times by M. Faraday, who was 

one of the first scientists, who started systematic investigation of metal colloids [31]. The red 

color in transmittance is present, because bluish and greenish tints are absorbed and scattered. It 

is because dipole plasmonic resonance for gold causes such light absorption and scattering is 

situated in the greenish spectral range near 520 nm. 

 

Fig.17 Image of nanoparticle dispersions in water: (left) gold-covered nanoparticles, (right) 

silver nanoparticles. 
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Bigger particles have a contribution to light extinction from higher light-induced 

multipoles. These multipoles cause broadening of resonance in light extinction mode, so more 

reddish colors had started to be absorbed and scattered. That is why the color in transmitted light 

for dispersion of bigger gold particles becomes more bluish.  

A droplet of such bluish water dispersion of Au-SiO2 nanoparticles was carefully studied 

under the microscope. The fact that the cross section of light scattering from Au-SiO2 

nanoparticles is higher than their geometrical cross section, allowed us to trace the position of 

the nanoparticles by the optical microscope in the dark-field light scattering mode. They were 

visible as bluish-greenish bright spots on the dark background (Fig.18b). The Small size of the  

nanoparticles allowed observation of their Brownian motion in water. At the same time there was 

also directional movement of nanoparticles in radial directions from the center to the edges of the 

droplet. As a result of evaporation at room temperature, most of the nanoparticles that were 

collected formed a ring trace of the initial size of the droplet (Fig.18). This so–called “effect of 

coffee rings” formed after the drying of droplets wereas described earlier in ref. [32]. The 

evaporation of liquid from the surface of the droplet results in a lack of molecules. To replenish 

it, the flow of liquid and accompanying nanoparticles from the center to the edges of the droplet 

is formed. Since SERS-active sites are formed usually at the areas, where noble metal 

nanoparticles are collected quite densely, the mentioned rings made of self-assembled 

nanoparticles can be taken as SERS-active substrates.  

 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig.18 Microscopic picture of gold-covered nanoparticles dispersed in water and dried on a 

silicon substrate at room conditions: (a) bright-field image, (b) dark-field image. 

 

Some authors also reported the use of fractal-like aggregates of the noble metal 

nanoparticles as SERS-active surfaces [33, 34]. In that case, aggregates of nanoparticles form a 

(a)         (b) 100 m 
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branched network, the nodes of which served as Raman hot spots. A similar branched structure 

was obtained as a result of quick drying of the nanoparticles’ dispersions on the hot stage at the 

elevated temperature ~100
o
C (Fig.19). One can see that nanoparticles did not have time to 

migrate to the edge of the droplet in the event of quick drying of the liquid. The boiling process 

teared the surface layer of liquid together with particles. As a result, radially branched 

distribution of nanoparticles was formed on the silicon surface (Fig.19). The experiment testified 

that hot spots in the obtained structure are randomly distributed and can seldom be found. 

Therefore there were no further experiments with this network of nanoparticles. 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

 

Fig.19 Microscopic picture of gold-covered nanoparticles dispersed in water and rapidly dried on 

the silicon substrate at 100C: (a) bright-field image, (b) dark-field image. 

 

As a variant of the preparation of a SERS-active surface, the collection of nanoparticles 

was considered at the interface of two unmixing liquids with their further deposition on the 

hydrophilic glass substrate by means of deep coating [35]. This process was realized by the 

addition of several milliliters of hexane to the bottle with water dispersion of the Au-SiO2 

nanoparticles. Since the density of hexane is smaller than the density of water, hexane was 

arranged finally as a top layer. As a further addition, several droplets of acetonitrile were added 

to the bottle that resulted in the collection of Au-SiO2 nanoparticles at the hexane-water 

interface. When the hydrophilic glass slab touched the liquid interface with the nanoparticles, 

they were partially stuck to the glass slab. After carefully pulling the glass slab from the bottle, it 

appeared that several fragments of the nanoparticle layers had deposited on the glass. Even after 

completing the process very carefully, the top hexane layer essentially washed out nanoparticles 

100 m 
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from the glass during the removal. Remaining nanoparticles showed weak adhesion to the glass 

surface. Therefore, this method was not used in most experiments.  

Dried droplets of silver dispersion demonstrated the same collection of nanoparticles on 

the edge of the droplet (Fig.20). The silver nanoparticles themselves looked like a yellowish 

bright spots in the dark-field spectroscopy mode. This color is specific for the small spherical 

silver nanoparticles having sizes of several tens of nanometers. Dipole plasmonic resonance for 

them has a maximum near 400 nm. Plasmonically, silver could be more beneficial than gold, 

because it has narrower spectral band of resonance, which means that the thermal damping of 

plasmon oscillations is smaller [36]. However, silver suffers from the oxidation [37]. This fact 

usually limits SERS applications of silver, because even very thin oxide layer on the silver 

surface can essentially decrease an electromagnetic contribution to the SERS effect. Since there 

are silver colored spots in the dark-field images, the plasmonic properties of the silver coating 

are in effect. So, in the following section 4 some SERS data obtained on them are demonstrated.  

 

 

(a) (b)  

 

Fig.20 Microscopic picture of silver dispersed in water and dried on silicon substrate at room 

conditions: (a) bright-field image, (b) dark-field image. 

 

3.2 Adenine droplets on hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces
 

Structures formed after drying of the adenine water solution depend on the concentration 

of adenine in the water. Initially, a concentration of 1 mg of adenine in the 1 ml of water was 

prepared. The drying of this solution showed that after the evaporation of water, adenine forms 

quite evident crystalline structures (Fig.21). It is worth to note that a droplet of liquid containing 

a dissolved material, which can be crystallized, comes in competition with the “coffee ring 

effects” [38, 39]. At such high concentrations, as in the case of this study, crystallization prevails 

40 m 
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over the collection of material on the edge of the droplet, therefore the “coffee rings” are not 

very evident. Crystallization of the material is undesirable for this effect because the deposited 

material has a non-uniform thickness and the enhancement of the Raman signal can be caused 

not by SERS effect itself, but simply by increasing the thickness of the measured sample’s area. 

 

 

 

Fig.21 Crystallized droplet of adenine on the graphene surface. 

 

In order to obtain a less pronounced crystallization and a more uniform sample thickness, 

initial adenine solution was 10 times diluted. The dried structures became more homogeneous in 

thickness, but on hydrophilic surfaces, the “coffee ring effect” became more evident. It was 

decided to use hydrophobic silicon substrates instead of hydrophilic glass. Having a lesser 

tendency to spread, the dissolved material was concentrated inside the droplet almost until its 

complete evaporation [40]. As a result, instead of the “coffee ring” , the adenine material forms a 

hydrophobic, almost a circular shaped film with more homogeneous thickness. Despite the fact 

that the “coffee ring effect” cannot be completely avoided, it is not excessively pronounced with 

this method (Fig.22). 

 

 

 

Fig.22 Adenine droplet dried on graphene.  

 

Since graphene surface is hydrophobic, the above-mentioned approach was applied for 

the deposition of droplets of the dissolved adenine solution on the graphene based on the SiO2-Si 

substrate. These samples were compared with adenine droplets dried on the top of the rings 
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formed by the noble metal nanoparticles described above. Investigation of the intersection points 

of two dried droplets (Fig.23) allows to compare SERS signals detected from them with Raman 

signals measured on the border of the droplets, but far from the intersection. By such a way it is 

possible to measure and compare the Raman signal from the sample areas having similar 

thickness without and with the influence of the noble metal nanoparticles placed in the 

underlying layer. 

 

 

 

Fig.23 Intersection: the adenine droplet is partially overlapped with the initially deposited silver 

colloid. 
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4. Raman spectra of adenine in GERS 
 

Raman spectra of used substrates were initially measured to distinguish the Raman bands 

of substrates from the Raman bands of the adenine. The Raman spectrum of the silica substrate 

(Fig. 25, spectrum 1) is determined by known SiO2 vibrations, which are described, for example, 

in references [41-44]. The most pronounced band at 430 cm
-1

 is originated from the oxygen atom 

vibrations with identical distortions of neighboring Si-O bonds [41], i.e. symmetric stretching 

vibrations [42]. The band at 800 cm
-1

 is also associated with symmetric stretch vibrations of the 

oxygen atoms, but these vibrations involve also a substantial amount of surrounding Si atoms. 

The small peaks at 485 and 600 cm
-1

 are associated with defects in the silica lattice. These 

defects are due to the formation of 4-membered (4 oxygen atoms in the ring) and 3-membered (3 

oxygen atoms in the ring) rings with vibrations at 485 and 600 cm
-1

 respectively [43]. The bands 

at 1056 and 1205 cm
-1

 (Fig.24, spectrum 1) are similar to those associated with Si-O transverse 

and longitudinal optical modes [44]. 

Silicon has Raman bands at 520 cm
-1

 and in the range of 950–1000 cm
−1

 (Fig.24, 

spectrum 2). These bands can be assigned with the first- and second-order Raman scattering 

from the optical phonons of Si lattice [45, 46]. Graphene deposited on the Si/SiO2 substrate has 

typical Raman bands
 
[47] at 1580 cm

−1
 (so-called G band) and at 2700 cm

−1
 (so-called 2D band) 

(Fig. 24, spectrum 3). The absence of the defect related band testifies that our sample is one layer 

of graphene and the number of defects in it is negligible.  

 

Fig.24 The Raman spectra of silica (1), silicon (2), and graphene on silicon (3). The spectra is 

not normalized but only shifted along the vertical axis to clarity. 
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Knowing the Raman bands of the substrates, it is possible to distinguish them from the 

Raman bands of the adenine material (Fig.25, spectra 2 and 3).  Together with the adenine bands, 

there is a 2D band of graphene and silicon bands at 520 cm
-1

 in the range 950–1000 cm
−1

 

(Fig.25, spectrum 1). Adenine spectra 1 and 2 are tilted in relation to the horizontal axis because 

of the presence of parasitic fluorescent background from adenine. This background is less 

pronounced for the adenine deposited on the graphene layer because graphene is known as a 

quencher for background fluorescence [48, 49]. Some Raman bands of adenine are overlapped 

with the G band of graphene; therefore graphene Raman spectrum is hardly distinguishable from 

the overlying adenine. The correlation of adenine Raman bands with its molecular vibrations can 

be found in literature, for example in ref. [50]. The spectral position of Raman bands for adenine 

measured in the experiments is well corresponding to the data from literature. 

 

Fig.25 Raman spectra of dried adenine droplets deposited on quartz (1) and graphene (2, 3). 

Excitation wavelengths used are 514 nm (for spectra 1 and 2) and 488 nm (for spectrum 3). The 

spectra is not normalized but only shifted along the vertical axis to clarity. 

At the same time, adenine demonstrates a signal up to 12 times stronger in case of 

deposition of graphene substrate in comparison with the one, which was deposited on quartz. As 

discussed earlier, such enhancement can be caused only by chemical contribution to the Raman 

signal. The precondition for such contribution should involve a close placement of adenine and 

graphene. Undeniably it can be so that the benzene ring of adenine becomes overlapped with the 

carbon ring of graphene. This overlapping known also as a pi-stacking of rings occurs at very 

small distances between them, having the order of units of nanometers. At such a distance the 

transition of the electron from the Fermi level of graphene to the LUMO level of the adenine 

molecule is possible. This transition can happen only in case the energy of the excited light is 

equal to the mentioned Fermi-LUMO value. It means that such electron transfer is possible only 
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in case of resonance between these energies. Such electron transfer was reported before for the 

phthalocyanine molecules deposited on the graphene layer [49].  

The estimation of the LUMO level for the adenine molecule is not a trivial task. Usually, 

it is possible to do it theoretically, but different calculation methods can give varying results. The 

calculation, by means of the Hartre-Fok approach, gives values, which are definitely too high 

[48, 49]. Better values of HOMO-LUMO gap for adenine ~ 4eV can be achieved in the case of 

calculations by using electronic density functional theory [53, 54]. The last numbers were proved 

in an experiment by authors of ref. [55], who irradiated adenine films by synchrotron radiation 

and from the results of these experiments determined real and imaginary parts of dielectric 

permittivities for adenine, which finally allows judging of the energy of the HOMO-LUMO gap 

to be near 4.4 eV. The exact position of the HOMO and LUMO levels are estimated in the article 

[55] as -2.2 and -6 eV. Supposing that Fermi level of graphene is near -4.6 eV, it can be 

constructed as an approximate scheme of the energy levels according to which the electron 

transfer from graphene to adenine can occur (Fig.26). 

 

Fig.26 Scheme of electron transfer from graphene to adenine molecule. 

According to this scheme, the SERS effect on graphene will be more pronounced for those 

wavelengths (energies) of excited light, which coincides with the Fermi-LUMO gap. We 

checked this suggestion by the comparison of the Raman signals of adenine on graphene in the 

case of 514- and 488 nm excitations. The intensities of the most pronounced Raman bands in the 

range 1100–1500 cm
−1

 are plotted after the subtraction of the baseline and normalization on the 

laser intensity for both excitation wavelengths. It can be seen that the light with the photon 

energy 2.41 eV (514 nm) fits better to the energy gap than the photons with an energy of 2.54 eV 

(488 nm). As a result, enhancement of the Raman signals for the adenine on graphene is slightly 

higher in the case of 514 nm excitation wavelength. 
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One method to control the intensity of the Raman enhancement is correct adjustment of the 

light excitation to come in resonance with Fermi-LUMO transition. Additionally, there is another 

way to control the SERS intensity:  through the adjustment of the Fermi level of graphene with 

electrical voltage. This could in principle result in electrically controlled changes in the Fermi-

LUMO transition and electrical modulation of the Raman signal from adenine deposited on 

graphene. The idea itself is quite attractive, but our initial measurements (see Appendix) done for 

its realization demonstrated several technical complications, which cannot be solved in a strict 

way: 

- The Fermi level of graphene is very sensitive to these molecules, which can be adsorbed on it 

from the air. Usually, graphene absorbs water vapor from the air. This process occurs very 

quickly when graphene is stored and operated in room conditions. Practically it means that at 

room conditions and ambient humidity Fermi level of graphene does not exactly correspond 

to the -4.6 eV value. To get such value of Fermi level, graphene should be put in a vacuum 

and heated at the temperature ~ 100
o
C for several minutes. Then the question of how to 

combine drop cast deposition of adenine solution with vacuum and high-temperature 

conditions is presented. 

- Exact control of the Fermi level for graphene is possible only when measurements of Volt-

Ampere characteristics of graphene field effect transistor are taken, in addition to which, 

adenine will be deposited. So it implies that vacuum and temperature control should be 

supplemented by the electrical control of the sample, which in addition allows SERS 

measurements. This makes experimental setup even more complicated; 

- Some authors [56] found the way of realization of electrically controlled Raman on the 

graphene surface in air conditions. They noted that because of the absorption of the 

molecules from air, in the Raman intensity vs. voltage dependence there is a huge hysteresis 

and a certain practice that is needed to catch the desirable SERS effect. The effect is visible 

only at essentially high voltages 100-150V. In this study, the high voltages applied to 

graphene caused electrical damage. It seems that the authors of the mentioned paper prepared 

a lot of samples and published results that included only a few samples, which were not 

damaged by the high voltage. 

Considering the technical difficulties of the various experiments from studies, the difficulties 

should be overcome in order to construct electrically controlled graphene-based Raman substrate 

with better performance. This can be one of the objectives of future experimentation. 
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5. Raman spectra of adenine in SERS 

 

 Measurements of Raman signals from small amounts of analyte deposited on the 

substrate have proven that Raman bands not only from the investigated analyte but also from the 

underlying substrate can be depicted on the same spectrum. If graphene and silicon play the role 

of a substrate, it is quite easy to distinguish their characteristic Raman bands from the bands of 

the analyte. It is because the positions of the Raman bands for silicon and graphene havee been 

previously identified and are assigned to their certain lattice vibrations. One can see that gold 

nanoparticles deposited on the surface create quite strong Raman bands, which can hide the 

useful signal from the adenine (Fig.27).  
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Fig.27 Raman spectrum from a dried droplet of Au-SiO2 nanoparticles deposited on the glass, 

excitation wavelength is 633 nm. 

 

Metal itself does not change its polarizability under the influence of the incident light. 

Therefore, both silver and gold metals do not have characteristic Raman bands. Consequently, 

the mentioned bands can be caused by the chemicals accompanying the synthesis of gold 

nanoparticles: ammonia, sodium hydroxide or potassium carbonate. In principal, the re-washing 

of nanoparticles with high purity water could improve the situation in the sense that extensive 

washing could reduce the amount of these undesirable compounds and therefore increase the 

intensity of the Raman signal. However, a part of the nanoparticles inevitably will be lost during 

this washing procedure. Hence, here we should balance between the number of washings and the 

desirable concentration of nanoparticles. Since the study of the traces of the mentioned side 

chemicals is not a goal of the present work, it has been decided to compare the SERS signals of  
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adenine deposited on silver nanoparticles. Synthesis of silver nanoparticles appeared much 

clearer, to that of the gold, in a sense that nanosized silver was obtained not chemically but more 

physically in the high voltage discharge [25]. Besides the fact that the silver nanoparticles also 

give some bands, which is probably caused by some stabilizing agent (Fig.28), these bands are 

not overlapped with the spectral range of the adenine bands. 
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Fig.28 Raman spectrum from dried droplet of silver nanoparticles deposited on the glass, 

excitation wavelength is 633 nm. 

 

As it was mentioned in the previous section, a water dispersion of silver nanoparticles 

was dropped on the silicon substrate and formed a kind of circular ring with softly aggregated 

nano-silver. Then the droplet of adenine solution was dried on the top of this silver ring (Fig.29).  

 

 

Fig.29 Microscopic image of sequentially drop-casted and dried silver nanoparticles and adenine. 
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It can be seen that the intensity of the Raman signal from adenine when in  contact with 

the silver ring is almost 2.3 times higher than for the adenine deposited on graphene (Fig.30). 

 

Fig.30 Comparison of the Raman spectra of adenine deposited on silver nanoparticles (1) or 

graphene (2). 

 

The final comparison of the Raman signals for the adenine deposited on graphene, silver 

and glass is not an easy task. This is due to the strong background fluorescence. The Raman 

signal from the adenine on glass or on quartz is hardly recognizable. A red 633 nm laser was 

used for excitation to decrease parasitic fluorescent background of adenine. Even at 100% 

(~50mW) of laser intensity the Raman signal from adenine on glass is quite weak on the strong 

fluorescent background (Fig.31). Indeed, one can check that one of the strongest Raman bands at 

1340 cm
-1

, in this case, has a value near 2000 a.u., if we subtract the background fluorescence. 

Since the signals for adenine on silver were obtained at 1% of laser intensity, we should divide 

2000 a.u. by 100 and obtain 20 a.u. as a result for adenine on glass. Having the adenine on silver 

at the intensity near 500 a.u. for the same band excited at 1% of laser intensity, it can be 

concluded that such simple division 500/20 gives enhancement of 25 times. 
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Fig.31 The Raman signal from adenine deposited on a glass substrate. 

Literature data frequently referred to several orders of Raman enhancement caused by 

SERS. Taking this into account, the 25 times obtained in this study is small. An even ratio 

between the intensity of Raman bands is used in this case. However, some authors reasonably 

multiply this ratio by the ratio of molecules producing the Raman signal [57]. One can assume 

that for adenine on glass, the signal is collected from the sample area of several square microns 

at which laser beam is focused. At the same time, SERS can be given only by adenine molecules 

sitting in the hot spots between silver nanoparticles and the area of these hot spots can be in the 

range of several tens of square nanometers. Additional multiplier equal to the ratio of nano and 

micro areas can give 3 orders more to that 25 times enhancement, which was obtained earlier. In 

this way, it is possible to recalculate the SERS enhancement to obtain a value, which is closer to 

the literature data.  

Since it is hard to estimate directly the amount of adenine in contact with the hot spots 

caused by silver nanoparticles, such estimations can be done indirectly after the collection of big 

amounts of data from the differently diluted adenine solutions. This can be one of the tasks 

included in future work.  
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6. Summary 

In the course of the present work, several experimental methods for the preparation and 

optical investigation of samples were mastered. Particularly, microstructures formed after 

evaporation of differently diluted adenine solutions and dispersions of the noble metal 

nanoparticles were investigated by means of bright- and dark-field microscopies. Usage of noble 

metal nanoparticles and graphene as SERS substrates were examined.  

Enhanced Raman scattering from thin adenine layers deposited on graphene was 

detected. It was accompanied by the quenching of the background fluorescence of adenine by the 

underlying graphene layer. The enhancement of the Raman signal depends on the photon energy 

of the exciting light in a manner which was in agreement with the assumption that a resonant 

electron transfer from the Fermi level of graphene to the LUMO level of adenine molecule took 

place.  

Raman enhancement for adenine deposited on the top of noble metal nanoparticles was 

2.3 times higher than in the case of graphene. It was because in the case of graphene, there was 

only chemical enhancement, but when using silver nanoparticles, there was also an   

electromagnetic enhancement of the Raman signal. Direct estimation of the Raman enhancement 

coefficient was hard because Raman bands were hidden by the background fluorescence and it 

was not easy to estimate the amount of adenine in the hot spots between the silver nanoparticles. 

When the Raman bands of adenine were deposited on graphene, an increase of at least 10-12 

times was observed. The increase was up to 25 times when deposited on top of silver 

nanoparticles. 

The main results of the present research were published in the Nanoscale Research 

Letters journal: Dolgov L., Pidhirnyi D., Dovbeshko G., Lebedieva T., Kiisk V., Heinsalu S., 

Lange S., Jaaniso R., Sildos I., “Graphene-Enhanced Raman Scattering from the Adenine 

Molecules”, Nanoscale Research Letters, Vol. 11, Issue 197, 2016, doi: 10.1186/s11671-016-

1418-5. 
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7. Kokkuvõte 

 Käesoleva töö käigus õpiti mitmeid eksperimentaalseid meetodeid proovide 

valmistamiseks ja optiliseks uurimiseks. Fookuse all olid mikrostruktuuride kujunemine peale 

aurustumist erinevate adeniinikontsentratsioonidega ja väärismetallnanoosakeste struktuurid, 

mida uuriti tumevälja ja helevälja mikroskoopia meetodi abil. Väärismetallnanoosakesi ja 

grafeeni käsitleti SERS substraatidena.  

Uuriti ka Raman hajumise signaali tõhusust õhukestelt adeniinikihtidelt grafeeni pinnalt. 

Sellele kaasnes adeniini taustfluorestsents koos grafeeni alamkihiga. Raman hajumise tõhusus 

sõltub footoni energiast ergastatud valgusest sellisel viisil, et toimuks resonantne elektroni 

ülekanne grafeeni Fermi energia tasemelt adeniini LUMO energia tasemele.  

Raman signaali tõhusus väärismetallistnanoosakestele sadestatud adeniinilt oli 2.3 korda 

tõhusam, kui kasutusel oli grafeeni kiht. See on sellepärast, et kui kasutada grafeeni, toimub 

ainult keemilise mudeli ergastus, kasutades väärismetallistnanoosakesi, on aga lisaks sellele 

elektomagneetilise mudeli ergastus. Otsest hinnangut Raman ergastuskoefitsendi jaoks on raske 

anda, kuna Ramani piigid on peidetud taustfluoresentsi poolt ja seega pole kerge määrata 

adeniini hulka huvipunktides hõbeda nanoosakeste vahel. Kuid vähemalt 10-12 kordne 

intensiivsuse tõus adeniini Ramani piikidele on mõõdetud grafeenile deponeerimise ja kuni 25-

kordne tõus hõbeda nanoosakestele deponeerimise korral.  

Põhitulemused antud uuringu kohta on avaldatud Nanoscale Reseach Letters ajakirjas: 

Dolgov L., Pidhirnyi D., Dovbeshko G., Lebedieva T., Kiisk V., Heinsalu S., Lange S., Jaaniso 

R., Sildos I., “Graphene-Enhanced Raman Scattering from the Adenine Molecules”, Nanoscale 

Research Letters, Vol. 11, Issue 197, 2016, doi: 10.1186/s11671-016-1418-5. 
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8. Appendix 
 

 GERS enhancement manipulations  

 

Having graphene as our substrate for adenine is quite useful due to multiple ways of 

manipulating its enhancement. Subsequently, some of these methods will be discussed. 

 

Change of Fermi level via voltage 

 

 As mentioned in chapter 1.5, the chemical model enhancement is dependable on the 

charge transfer. This charge transfer can be regarded as resonantly matching the Fermi level of 

metal. Similarly, for GERS enhancement, it is needed to match exciting light energy to the 

difference of energies between the Fermi level of graphene and the LUMO of the molecule or 

the HOMO of the molecule and the Fermi level of the graphene. Due to graphene being a 

semimetal, with zero band gap, it has a possibility to change its Fermi level by inducing a 

positive or negative voltage (Fig.32).  An experiment was conducted with a series of metal 

phthalocyanine (M-Pc) molecules (M = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn) at different molecular energies, 

used as probe molecules for GERS enhancement with different voltages [58]. From the results, 

they found that using positive voltage, which increased Fermi level of graphene, produced lower 

GERS enhancement and negative voltage oppositely. By keeping the system at a constant 

wavelength they were able to manipulate Fermi level of graphene from -4.98 eV to -4.22 eV. 

Using bigger voltages would induce electric tunnelling effects.  

 

Fig.32 Fermi level modulation of GERS. 

The figure is reproduced from ref. [58]. 
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Change of Fermi level manipulation with different impurities 

 

Besides voltage modulation, it is possible to manipulate graphene Fermi level with 

chemical doping. In the same measurements as above when the system was exposed to 

atmosphere hysteresis in the voltage shift would occur with different impurities. But by doing a 

fast sweep with the voltage, this effect would not be so evident. Additional studies in a vacuum 

and by n/p-doping atmosphere (NH3 and O2) had confirmed this [59]. 

 

Using different excitation energies 

 

 Similarly to Fermi level modulation, it is possible to manipulate the charge transfer 

mechanism in GERS with the excitation light energies (Fig.8). By using wavelength-scanned 

Raman excitation spectroscopy, one could find the detailed charge transfer mechanism structure. 

For example to study GERS wavelength-scanned Raman excitation experiments were 

implemented (Fig.33). Raman excitation profiles of CuPc molecule were obtained in the range of 

545~660 nm and the results implied that GERS enhancement follows ground state charge 

transfer [60]. 

 

 

Fig.33 Wavelength-scanned excitation profile of GERS.  

The figure is reproduced from ref. [61]. 
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Considering all of the mentioned information and noting that GERS enhancement is similar to 

SERS chemical model, the main factors for enhancement are: 

 To have the molecule really close to graphene, as the chemical enhancement, works only 

on short-range; 

 Molecule orientation with the active sites, for a better charge transfer, should be facing 

the graphene; 

 For resonant charge transfer, the energy difference of the Fermi level of graphene to the 

HOMO or the LUMO molecule energy level should be equal to the exciting light energy 

value. 

 

Authors attempt to manipulate GERS enhancement 

 

A setup was devised to study the combination of previously mentioned methods. It 

consisted of graphene sheets prepared by chemical vapour deposition and transferred on a silicon 

substrate covered with a 200 nm thick silica layer. The setup had been additionally connected 

with wires to apply both positive and negative voltages. To use it for Raman spectroscopy, an 

adenine droplet was placed to partially cover one of the graphene sheets and the silicon substrate 

(Fig.34). Subsequently, we chose two points: one where adenine covered graphene and the 

second where adenine covered silica. From each point, the Raman signal measurement was done 

under three voltage values -45V, 0V and 45V (Fig.35).  

        

Fig.34 The scheme of the system setup to detect Adenine with a Raman modified technique.  
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     (a)           (b) 

Fig.35 Raman measurements of (a) adenine on the graphene underlying layer and (b) adenine on 

the SiO2-Si underlying layer. 

One can see two differences by comparing the previous graphs. Firstly, for the adenine 

signal, which is mainly in the range of 1000-1500 cm
-1

, the Raman shift is more prominent in the 

case of adenine on graphene. Secondly, using the voltage shift Raman signal of adenine droplet 

on SiO2-Si did not affect it but on graphene, there were slight changes. Comparing the Raman 

signal of adenine on graphene and on SiO2-Si we have up to 3 times enhancement. 
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